Big Band 1 - Brighton Jetty Classic Set List 2015

1. **Funky Wheels** - Solos Tenor 1, Trumpet 2 (4'15"")
2. **Peter Gunn** - As written - straight into vamp for ‘Everybody Needs Somebody To Love’ (2'40"")
3. **Everybody Needs Somebody To Love** - vamp until ready then count-in - bar 45 - alto solo 2nd time (3'35"")
4. **Gimme Some Lovin’** - solo: tenor sax 1, NO REPEAT at End. (3'20"")
5. **Shake A Tail Feather** - as written (3’10”)
6. **Summer in the City** - guitar solo at 32 (3’30”)
7. **I’m Beginning To See The Light** - as written (2’25”)
8. **Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps** - solo: Trumpet 1 (3’20”)
9. **Sway** - solo Trumpet 1 (3’50”)
10. **Mas Que Nada** - solo: Alto with repeat - backing figures as written (2’30”)
11. **Signed, Sealed, Delivered, I’m Yours** - solos: Tenor 1st time no backing, Guitar 2nd time with backing (4’05”)
12. **Ain’t No Mountain High Enough** - as written (57 - 1st x As written, 2nd x a cappella with kit/perc., 3rd x Kaitlyn with extra soul!) (2’40”)
13. **I Wish** - solo: Guitar 1st time, Alto 2nd time - backing figures 2nd time only. (4’20”)
14. **Proud Mary** - Guitar solo (3’05”)
15. **Welcome to the 60s** - as written with bandography. (3’00”)

**TOTAL TIME 49’45”**